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1. INTRODUCTION 
As is well known Sperner [7] and Knaster, Kuratowski, Mazurkiewicz [5 ] 
derived covering theorems for simplexes from Sperner’s lemma for proving 
the fundamental topological theorems on the invariance of dimension and of 
regionality respectively Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. These covering 
theorems turned out to be useful in different mathematical fields. In [2] and 
[3] Fan received some further results of this kind. By these he generalized 
theorems of Berge [ 1 ] and Ghouila-Houri [4] on convex sets. 
In [6] the author recently established a topological theorem on simplexes 
by using a special topological degree and Sperner’s lemma. In this note we 
want to show that this tool leads to a covering theorem that extends each of 
the above-mentioned results. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Vector inequalities are always to be interpreted in the componentwise 
sense. For any positive integer n, let R” denote the Euclidean n-space, 
R: := (x E R”: x> 0) the nonnegative orthant, xi resp. F, the ith 
component of a vector x E R” resp. of a map F into R”, )I. 1) the norm of R” 
defined by ]]xl] := Jx,] + .a. + ]xJ, Z” the unit-n-simplex, i.e., 
Z” := (x E lR:+c ((XII = l), a,?? the boundary of Z”, i.e., 
&C” := (x E Z”: x # 0). Furthermore we set 0” := {x E R”+‘: llx]l= 1 ), 
I?“,: = R”\(O}, Z+(x) := (i: xi > O}, vx E IF?“. 
Let F: Z” + iR$” be a continuous map such that F(%,Y)n 
(x E R”+’ : x > 0) = 0, and letf: Z” + 0” be defined byf(x) := F(x)/11 F(x)ll. 
Then F is called positive-covering, if f(Z’\aZ”) is a neighborhood of 
Z” \f(aP) in 0” (this implies C” cf(C”)). 
LEMMA 1. Let F: Z” + R$” be a continuous map such that 
F(Z”)n {x E R”+‘: x > 0 or x < 0) = 0. Suppose there are no x E %?Z”, 
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A < 0 such that F(X) > Ax and F,(x) = Ax,. tii E I+(x). Then at least one OJ‘ 
the maps F, -F is positive-covering. 
Proof: See [6]. 1 
Furthermore we shall need the following lemma for the proof of our 
covering theorem. 
LEMMA 2. Let F: C” + lR”+’ be a continuous map such that 
(F , ,..., F, + ,)I Z;” -+ Ip”,+ ’ is positive-covering. 
(a) Suppose F,+,(x) = 0 for every x E 27’ such that F,(x) > 0, 
i = l,..., n + 1. Then for each a E R :+ ’ \ (0 } there exist x E Z”, 1 E iF + with 
F(x) = A@, ,..., a,,, , , 0). 
(b) Suppose F,, z(x) = 0 for every x E 27 such that F,(x) # 0, 
i = I,..., n + 1. If there is an integer k, 0 < k < n + 1, and indices i, ,..., i,, , 
with (il ,..., i,, ,} = ( l,..., n + 1 } such that there is no x E CC” with Fi/(x) = 0. 
j = l,..., k, and Fi,(x) > 0, j = k + l,..., n + 1, then for each a E Ip k there are 
y E C”, 1 E R, with F,,(y) = Aaj, j = l,..., k, F&J’) > 0, j = k + l,..., n + 1, 
and F,+Jy) = 0. 
Proof: The assertions follow readily from the assumptions. 1 
3. A COVERING PROPERTY OF SIMPLEXES 
Let A,, A -i (i = l,..., n) be open [closed] subsets of a topological space S 
such that AirTAm,=0, Vi, and Ur=, (A,UL,)=S; then 
,d = ((Ai, A-i))i= ,q,,,,n is called open [closed] family (of S); in this case we 
Put 
B, :=S\(A,UA-,), i = I,.... n, 
$:=AjuB,,,, j = * l,..., fn; 
together with d we consider the open [closed] family &” = 
(CA:, A’i))i=l,...,n of S defined by A,! := A -J, j = f l,..., *n. 
In order to derive results on subsets of Z” from Lemmas 1, 2 we have to 
represent subsets by maps. Throughout this paper let d be an arbitrary 
metric of zln that generates the usual topology on Z”. To each open family 
Yap= ((A1,A-i))i,,,,.,,n+, of Z” we associate a continuous map 
F*: Z” -+ R”,+ ’ defined by 
\d(xv Bi) 
F”(x) := t-d@, Bi) 
if xEAT, 
if xEA:. 
i= l,..., n + 1. 
F” is positive on Ai, negative on A mi, and zero on B,. 
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ALet Uj, U-i, Vi (i= l,..., n + 1) be any subsets of C”; we put 
Uj := Uj U V,j,, j = f l,..., k(n + 1). We shall now formulate four conditions 
which will be referred to in our covering theorem. 
(1) XE (J 6yn ij’ UC, vx E c3Z”. 
iEl+(x) iz: 1 
n+l 
(2) XE (J uiu (J umi, VxEaz”. 
iel,(x) ,=I 
(3) [(4)] We have 
0-7 f) f-q-7 (J Vi#O 
iel iO1 
for every nonempty subset Z of (I,..., n + 1 } and every closed [open] subset 
C of C” with 0;:; Vi c C; in particular, there is x E fl;z: CJi such that 
d(x, V,) = d(x, VI) = .. . = d(x, V, + ,); moreover, if &5” n fli,, U, n 
flier Vi = 0 for a nonempty subset Z of { l,..., n + I}, then 
for every closed [open] subset D of C” with D U Uyz/ Vi = z” and for all 
mutually disjoint sets I,, Z2, I, such that I, U I, U I, = {l,..., n + 1 } and 
ZCZ,. 
If d= ((Ai,A-r))i=l.....n+l is an open or closed family of ,Y’ and (4) 
holds for Ui := Ai, lJ_, :=A --I) Vi := Bi, i = l,..., n + 1, then we write 
d’satisfies (4). Analogous expressions are used in case of conditions (l-3). 
THEOREM 3. Let d = ((Ai,A_i))i=,,....n+, be any open Iclosed) family 
of C” sati&ing (1 ), (2). Then at least one of the families d, d” satisfies 
(3) l(4)l. 
Proof. First consider the case that & is an open family. Then F d 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, and the assertion follows from Lemma 1 
if one observes that-each open family .d = ((xi, x_ i))i=, ,,, .,n + , of C” with 
positive-covering F-” satisfies (3); indeed, if C is a closed subset of C” such 
thatn~~‘=+,‘AlicCandifF:~‘“-t[Rnt2isdefinedbyFi:=F~,i=1,...,n+1, 
and F,, + *(x) := d(x, C), Vx E 27, we obtain the first part of (3) from 
Lemma 2(a); the remaining part of (3) is similarly derived from Lem- 
ma 2(b). 
Now let JX? be a closed family of C”. Put U,(T) := (x E C”: d(x, T) < E} 
for every subset Tc Z” and every E > 0. There is e0 > 0 such that 
((Ue,(Aih ue, -,(A --i))r=l....,n+ 1is an open family of C” satisfying (l), (2) for 
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all choices of &j (j = f l,..., +(n + 1)) such that 0 < E, < E,. Application of 
the first part of this theorem to these open families yields that Lo satisfies 
(4). I 
Theorem 3 includes the classical covering theorems of Sperner [7 ) and of 
Knaster-Kuratowski-Mazurkiewicz [ 51 and each of the covering theorems 
of Fan [2, 31. Moreover, it shows that Fan’s extension [2, Corollary l] of 
Ghouila-Houri’s theorem remains valid if closed is everywhere replaced by 
open. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 4. Let ((A,,A-i))i =,,,,,, n be any open [closed] family of a 
real topological vector space E such that A, . . . . . A,, are convex sets with 
fly= 1 Ai = 0, and let uj E ni,, Ai for each j = l...., n. If D is any closed 
[open] set in E such that D U U;=, Bi contains the convex hull of (u, ,..., u,}. 
then for all mutually disjoint sets I,, I,, I, such that I, U Iz U I, = ( l,.... n) 
and I, # 0, we have 
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